lifix) is in addition analytic at 0, Theorem 1 becomes trivial, since if a n is the first non vanishing coefficient of the power series oî fix), x 2~n f"ix) approaches a nonzero limit, while x 2~n fix) and x 2~n fx) approach zero, as x-»0, and consequently a n <0.
I shall prove the following more general theorem. (1) for all x such that f x Kit)dt>l. Assume that ƒ ix) is not identically zero in any interval (0, b), and write Mix) =ma,x 0 £t£x\fit)\, so that Mix)>0 for x>0 and Mix) is nondecreasing.
THEOREM 2. If fix) is absolutely continuous in (0, a), /(O) =ƒ'(()) =0, and
We observe that for 0 Sx Sa,
There are points x n such that x n [ 0 and Mix n ) = |/'(tfn)|. Suppose that/'(a: n )>0 for some w. Let ia n , b n ) be the largest interval, contain-ing x n , in which f'(x)>0; since ƒ'(x) is continuous, there is such an interval, and /'(a n )=0. Consequently we have, using (1) and (3),
